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It might be thought that an effective three-phonon pro-
cess can be built out of successive occurence of a four-
phonon and a five-phonon vertex, say. However, it can
be shown that the temperature dependence of such a pro-
cess tends to zero more strongly than the T4 dependence
characteristic of the three-phonon process.

3The form of the spectral function is easily seen to af-
fect the temperature-frequency dependence of the acous-
tic attenuation. For, let us calculate the lowest-order
perturbation-theoretical correction to the Green's func-
tion D (k, ~)=D(0 + D&'), and use it to find the spectral
distribution p(k, cu)=- Im D+(k, ~)/~, for real w If.this

calculated p(k, w) is substituted in the Pethick-ter Haar
formula, then, for a convex spectrum the resulting at-
tenuation is that of the four-phonon process, i.e., u
~ MT

J. Jackie and K. W. Kehr [Phys. Rev. Lett. 27, 654
(1971)j suggest that the spectrum becomes convex at
progressively smaller values of A with rising pressure,
which explains the shoulder in the high-pressure acous-
tic attenuation. There is no conflict with the high-pres-
sure data of Phillips, Waterfield, and Hoffer (Ref. 5)
since at high pressure the region of concavity is too
small to contribute appreciably to the specific heat.
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It is shown that the linear splitting in a magnetic field of the thermal anomaly (A) ob-
served recently in liquid Hes at about 2.5 mK can be explained by postulating pairing in a
state of odd relative angular Inomentum. Further structure is predicted, and implications
of the theory and experiment are discussed.

We have been studying the general problem of BCS pairing of neutral spin- —, particles in a magnetic
field B, with a view of explaining the recently reported thermal anomalies in liquid He'." Though far
from an understanding of the full H-T phase diagram, we have found structure in the neighborhood of
the normal-superfluid phase boundary which has been observed experimentally. ' The reason for this
preliminary report is that our analysis predicts additional phase boundaries, observation of which
would aid further theoretical diagnosis of the quite complex possibilities farther from the normal-
superfluid phase boundary, and also because the structure already observed provides evidence that the
ordered state is more likely pairing of the BCS type than itinerant antiferromagnetism.

We use conventional weak-coupling of BCS theory with a pairing interaction of the form

(k, -klan'lk', —k'&=v(k. k') =QvzPz(k k'), ls(k) —eFI ~ I e(k') —eF~(u(eF,
=0, otherwise.

In contrast to the assumption usually made in treatments of metallic superconductors, the energy vari-
ation of the level density N(e) turns out to be important near T, in a magnetic field. Consequently, the
naive energy dependence assumed in (1) must eventually be reexamined. We suspect that more elabo-
rate forms will at worst affect only the value of the numerical constants in Eq. (3) below.

At any field H, the temperature T, & )(H) at which ordering first appears is determined by the linear-
ized gap equation, whose solutions can be classified by L. Even-I. pairing gives a transition tempera-
ture T,'(H) = T, —O(ysH s/hssT, ) which falls quadratically and quite strongly with H, in contrast to what
is observed. '

The observed phase boundary is almost an isotherm, but at high fields two transitions are seen sep-
arated in temperature by a small term linear in H. ' A simple picture is suggested: odd-I- pairing
occurring independently within each spin population, first [T, ') (H)] among favorably aligned spins,
then [T, s) (H)] among unfavorably aligned ones. A rough estimate based on allowing the level density
to shift with field gives

T, 's (H) =~ exp(- [vN(cF+yH)] 'f = T, [1+yH(N'/N) In(&u/T)],

which has about the observed order of magnitude if N is estimated by its free-particle form.
Our quantitative analysis of odd-I. pairing bears out this picture to a considerable degree, with some

important reservations. The highest transition temperature at fixed field is indeed raised from its
zero-field value by a small term linear in H, present [assuming Eq. (1)] solely because of the energy

8i.
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d ependence of the level density, and signifying a
transition into a phase (A,) in which only a single
spin population is paired.

Below T, '(H) (at fixed field) one must use the
nonlinear gap equation, but because the observed
splitting of the A transition is small, one may
safely retain only the next nonvanishing order.
It is almost certain that this close to the phase-
boundary, mixing between different (odd and/or
even) f- can still be ignored, unless the v~'s for
two distinct L's happen to be nearly degenerate. '
Assuming that the next transition is second or-
der, we find it occurs at a temperature T,~'~(8)
=2T, —T)'1(B), below which (A, phase) the liquid
contains two independently paried spin populations
[see (iii) below].

Below T,"(H) an exhaustive test of the A, phase
for second-order instabilities is difficult for L ~3,
even when only cubic terms are retained in the
gap equation. However, in the p-wave case we
ean rigorously locate the next (as yet unobserved)
instability at a temperature T, '~ (8) [given in (iv)
below] which heralds the onset of a third phase
(A,) in which both spin populations are coherently
mixed. '

This discription of three phases is subject to
the following caveat: One cannot, in general, ex-
clude the possibility that the fluid may go from
A, to A3 or directly from A. , to &, via a first-or-
der transition. This happens [see (iv) below] in
the p-wave case, where the second order A, -A,
phase boundary becomes unstable at a tricritical
point, at subkilogauss fields but within micro-
degrees of T, . The associated first-order bound-
ary will be difficult to resolve from the normal-
A, phase boundary, but the tricritical point may
well be observable as a divergent specific-heat
discontinuity [see (v) below] across the (unre-
solved) A,-A,-A, phase boundaries as H drops to
its tricritical value. Similar complications seem
likely should the ordered phase have higher L.

The following points deserve emphasis:
(1) The observed linear splitting of the A tran-

sition favors the pairing model. over the spin-
density-wave hypothesis. In a conventional spin-
density wave both spin populations are mixed, as
in the A3 phase. One could also contemplate itin-
erant antiferromagnetism with independent den-
sity oscillations in each spin population 180' out
of phase (analogous to an A, phase, but with or-
der parameters of equal magnitude) but for a sin-

gle spin population to be paired without a compen-
sating pairing in the other (as in the A, phase)
would require an accompanying mass-density
wave, which would appear to be prohibitively
expensive in energy.

(2) Observation of the A, transition would great-
ly increase one's confidence in this model of the
equilibrium state. Measurements are required in
the range from about 3 kG (below which the tran-
sition is too close to A, and A, to be distinguish-
able) to 20 kG (above which the transition is too
low in temperature for current observation). The
associated specific-heat discontinuity should be
about —,

' that associated with each of the A. , and
A., transitions in this field range,

(3) Observation of or failure to observe the tri-
critical point would be informative.

(4) We are unable to resolve a difficulty in the
pairing model pointed out by Leggett. ' Our anal-
ysis predicts a weakly temperature-dependent
static susceptibility in the 4, and A, phases, but
an appreciable temperatur e dependence' in the
A3 phase. The resonance experiments, ' however,
indicate little temperature dependence though
according to our model they are done in the A.3
phase. Concerns of this sort led Leggett to sug-
gest that the ordered phase must have a very high

According to our best estimates, however,
L = 3 pairing yields a temperature dependence in
the A3 phase quite comparable to that for L = 1,
and we do not believe this should change with
still higher L. If we assume the resonance ex-
periments are correctly interpreted, there are
other possible resolutions of the problem Con-
ceivably, the pressure dependence of the rele-
vant v~ may yield a T, that declines with increas-
ing pressure along the melting curve. This would
mean that T, -T was not as large as the absolute
temperature drop. Constant-pressure experi-
ments could settle this point. Alternatively, at
temperatures so low that the theoretical suscep-
tibility for the A3 phase has declined appreciably,
there is little justification for ignoring the cou-
pling to other L. Extrapolation of our results
near the phase boundary to lower T is then quite
unwarranted, and the correct susceptibility must
be sought in a far more complex analysis. '

We conclude with a summary of the analytic
basis for these results: For given odd L we de-
rive a free-energy functional which near the tran-
sition temperature, and for fields B «TkBT, /y- 10' 6, takes the form

& = —&(0)[-.'(t+ rfk) & I~&l') + 2(t - nk) &I& )I') +(&- 2'')(I&.l') —la(2 I& tl'+! [~&I'+ I&,l'+ 2 [~[2[&(I'

+ 2 I&,l'l&)I'+ 2 Re(&,'&( &$))] ~ (3)
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Even-L pairing is independently excluded by the exis-
tence of a NMR shift in the A phase (Ref. 2) which sin-
glet pairing cannot account for.

The measurements in Refs. 3 reveal only the relative
splitting of the A transition.

One should not overlook the possibility of degeneracy,
given the likelihood that the vl vary considerably with
pressure.

'We find a similar instability whenI. =3, but have not
demonstrated that it is not preceded by a different sec-
ond-order transitron.

A. J. Leggett, Phys. Bev. Lett. 29, 1227 (1972).
The temperature dependence well below the A2-A3

phase boundary is essentially that described by R. Hal-
ian and N. B. Werthamer [Phys. Rev. 131, 1553 (1963)].

For similar reasons we are unprepared to offer a
specific model for the B transition, since this requires
testing the stability of the best A3 phase well below the
normal- superfluid transition temperature, Some spe-
cific possibilities have been mentioned by P. W. Ander-
son and C. M. Varma (to be published) .

This formula and Eq. (3) have been somewhat simpli-
fied by using »T .
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In a cold beam-plasma system unstable for f&f«, two waves are launched, one at fq,
with large growth rate, and a small test wave at fr, with small growth rate. The wave at
fo saturates because of beam trapping, independent of the test-wave amplitude. After the
beam is trapped, the test wave ceases growing and exhibits amplitude oscillations inphase
with large wave. This is consistent with a linear interaction of the test wave with themod-
ified electron beam.

Recent work on cold beam-plasma instabilities
shows the trapping of beam particles in the wave
potentials to be the dominant nonlinear saturation
process. Gentle and Roberson' observed a nar-
row wave spectrum at the onset of saturation
which showed the amplitude oscillations charac-
teristic of beam trapping in a single wave. More
recently, Mizuna and Tanaka, ' Bollinger et al. , '
and Gentle and Roberson' observed changes in the
beam distribution function which are in good qual-
itative agreement with theoretical work, partic-
ularly recent one-dimensional computer calcu-
lations for beam trapping by a single wave. ' '

Of interest here is the subsequent nonlinear
development, which is not as clearly established.
Onishchenko et aE. ' and O' Neil, Winfrey, and
Malmberg discuss the later nonlinear picture
and state that eventually a broad wave spectrum
will develop governed by quasilinear theory.
There are several possible mechanisms to gen-
erate the broad wave spectrum, the most straight-
forward one being the continued growth of those
frequency components which are small at the

point of saturation of the principal wave.
In the present experiment we examined the be-

havior of a small-amplitude test wave (frequency
fr) in the presence of a large-amplitude wave
(frequency f,) in a cold beam-plasma system,
f„f~&f„. Briefly, we find that the test wave
does not continue to grow after saturation, but
remains small. Thus, the small components of
the spectrum do not lead to a transition to quasi-
linear behavior in a straightforward way.

The experiments were done in a machine de-
scribed elsewhere"; the system parameters are
as follows: axial background field B,= 180 6
(f„=0.5 GHz), plasma frequency f~ = 0.6 GHz,
plasma temperature -3 eV, beam energy 350 eV,
beam density n~ =2X10 Sn~, beam diameter
6 mm, plasma diameter 5 cm, and interaction
region -1 m (50 cm used in the experiment has
bn~/n~ &5'). The waves are launched from a
transmitter near the electron gun and detected
by a movable axial probe and tuned receiver. In
this experiment the beam density is kept small
enough so that amplif ied noise does not grow to


